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Abstract

Business-to-business workflow interoperation across

Virtual Organisations (VOs) brings about possibilities for

novel business scenarios. In such business scenarios, parts

of workflows corresponding to different partners can be ag-

gregated in a producer-consumer manner, making hierar-

chical structures of added value. Service Level Agreements

(SLAs), which are contracts between service providers and

service consumers, guarantee the expected quality of ser-

vice (QoS) to different stake holders at various levels in this

hierarchy. This hierarchical SLA choreography and aggre-

gation poses new challenges regarding its description, man-

agement, maintenance, validation, trust and security. In this

paper we focus on the design and assessment of an agent-

enabled, rule-based validation framework for the hierarchi-

cal SLA aggregation, corresponding to cross-VO workflow

cooperation.

1 Introduction

The work presented in this paper aims at dynamic and

automated cooperation of business workflows in a service-

enriched environment such as the Grid. During a business-

to-business workflow composition across Virtual Organisa-

tions (VOs), Service Level Agreements are made among

different partners at various points of the choreography. A

Service Level Agreement (SLA) is a formally negotiated

contract between a service provider and a service consumer

to ensure the expected level of a service. The service con-

sumer can be a client or another service. The partners in an

SLA include the client, the Virtual Organizations (VO) and

the services. Workflow composition also implies the com-

position of their corresponding SLAs. So far, SLA compo-

sition in workflows has been considered [5] as a single-layer

process. This single-layer SLA composition model is insuf-

ficient to describe coalition workflows [23] where a mul-

tilayered aggregation of services is required that results in

supply-chain type of business networks. This supply-chain

business network, spun across various VOs, may result in a

so-called Business Value Network.

Business Value Networks [2] are ways in which organi-

zations interact with each other forming complex chains, in-

cluding multiple providers/administrative domains, in order

to drive increased business value. In a supply chain, a ser-

vice provider may have sub-contractors and some of those

sub-contractors may have further sub-contractors, resulting

in a hierarchical structure. This leads to a hierarchical struc-

ture of SLA contracts between the different supply chain

partners. Since this SLA hierarchy may span across several

VOs with no centralized authority, in the rest of the paper

we will call it Hierarchical SLA Choreography or simply

SLA Choreography, in accordance with the underlying Ser-

vice Choreography.

A service provider may not want to disclose certain in-

formation about their personal SLAs. Not only is it usually

unnecessary to reveal the information about a business part-

ner’s sub-contractors, but this could also endanger business

processes creating added value. These issues have been ad-

dressed in terms of workflow views [23, 7, 15], where every

service provider is limited to only their own view. Extend-

ing this approach, we introduced the concept of SLA Views

[11]. SLA Views also complement the notion of distributed

trust among the various partners in a coalition workflow

[12].

We have shown in our earlier work [11] how SLA Views

contribute to the process of hierarchical SLA aggregation

across SLA choreographies. This aggregation of SLA

choreographies frequently requires validation for mainte-

nance and fault tolerance purposes. As the aggregation

details are obscured at different levels of hierarchy, a dis-

tributed top-down validation mechanism is a good strategy



for the complete validation of a hierarchical SLA aggrega-

tion.

In this paper we present an agent-enabled rule-based run-

time validation framework for hierarchical SLAs, which al-

lows the provisioning, delivery, and monitoring of services

in coalition workflows as well as their highly dynamic and

scalable consumption.

The framework is based upon:

• the Rule Responder Architecture [21],

• the findings of the RBSLA project [20],

• the formal model of SLA Views [11], and

• the distributed trust model [12].

Section 2 introduces the relevant models contributing

to our validation framework by introducing the Rule Re-

sponder architecture, RBSLA, SLA Views, and Distributed

Trust. In section 3 we describe the runtime validation

framework for Hierarchical SLA Aggregation, and in sec-

tion 4, our Delegation-of-Validation approach. Section 5

gives a survey of related research and finally, Section 6, the

conclusion and future work.

2 Validation of SLA Aggregation in the

Cross-section of Models

Validation of hierarchical SLA aggregation correspond-

ing to cooperative workflows is a distributed problem. The

service choreography may be distributed across several Vir-

tual Organizations and under various administrative do-

mains. This hierarchical choreography of heterogeneous

services is only possible through a well defined distributed

trust schema. There must be a privacy model too, to restrict

the information of a service provider that it does not want to

reveal to the consumer. One of the very relevant challenges

in this regard, discussed in detail in [11], is the step-wise

aggregation of SLAs for the series of service providers at

different levels in the service chain. The complete infor-

mation of aggregated SLA at a certain level in the service

chain is known by the corresponding service provider and

only a filtered part is exposed to the immediate consumer.

This is the reason why during the validation process, the

composed SLAs are required to be decomposed in an incre-

mental manner down towards the supply chain of services

and get validated in their corresponding service providers’s

domain. A validation framework for the composed SLAs,

therefore, faces many design constraints and challenges: a

trade-off between privacy and trust, distributed query pro-

cessing, and automation to name the most essential ones.

The aforementioned challenges bring in a cross-section of

models depicted in figure 1. The privacy concerns of the

partners are ensured by the SLA-View model [11], whereas
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Figure 1. Validation as a Cross-section of

Models

the requirement of trust can be addressed through a dis-

tributed PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) based trust model.

There are two rule based systems contributing in terms of

automation and intelligence. Rule Responder [22] weaves

the outer shell of the validation system by providing the

required infrastructure for the automation of role descrip-

tion of partners as well as steering and redirection of the

distributed validation queries. The knowledge representa-

tion techniques from the RBSLA (Rule based Service Level

Agreements) project [20] contribute at the core of validation

system. Different parts of the WS-Agreement compliant

SLAs can be transformed into corresponding sets of logi-

cal rules, which can compose together during the process

of SLA composition and can be decomposed into separate

queries during the process of validation. We will discuss

these models one by one to find out how they contribute to

our proposed validation approach.

2.1 Rule Responder Architecture

Rule Responder (http://responder.ruleml.org) is a rule-

based enterprise service middleware for distributed rule in-

ference services and intelligent rule-based Complex Event

Processing on the Web. It utilizes modern enterprise ser-

vice technologies and Semantic Web technologies with in-

telligent agent services that access external data sources

and business vocabularies (ontologies), receive and detect

events (complex event processing), and make rule-based in-

ferences and autonomous pro-active decisions and reactions

based on these representations (enterprise decision manage-

ment). For a description of the syntax, semantics and imple-

mentation of the underlying logical formalisms and its us-

age in IT Service Management (ITMS) see [18]. Rule Re-

sponder adopts the approach of multi agent systems. There

are three kinds of agents:



• Organisational Agents

• Personal Agents

• External Agents

A virtual organization is typically represented by an orga-

nizational agent and a set of associated individual or more

specific organizational member agents. The organizational

agent might act as a single agent towards other internal

and external individual or organizational agents. In other

words, a virtual organization’s agent can be the single (or

main) point of entry for communication with the ”outer”

world (external agents). Similar to an organizational agent,

each individual agent (personal and external) is described

by its syntactic resources of personal information about the

agent, the semantic descriptions that annotate the informa-

tion resources with metadata and describe the meaning with

precise business vocabularies (ontologies) and a pragmatic

behavioural decision layer which defines the rules for us-

ing the information resources and vocabularies/ontologies

to support human agents in their decisions or react au-

tonomously as automated agents/services. The flow of in-

formation is from External to Organisational to Personal

Agent. Figure 2 shows the Rule Responder agents con-

tributing to SLA validation. Two external agents outside

of VO invoke the organizational agent by sending HTML

and SOAP messages. Typical examples of external agents

are web browser, client service or a workflow tool. It must

be highlighted that the overall collaboration between VOs

is based on choreography, while the internal collaboration

model within a VO (one closed enterprise service network)

can be either choreography with no central authority or an

orchestration with orchestration workflows defined in the

organizational agent as under control of a central authority

within this particular VO. Rule Responder can span across

several VOs and can support both of the collaboration mod-

els. In our scenario Rule Responder provides the rule-based

enterprise service middleware for highly flexible and adap-

tive Web-based service supply chains.

Rule Responder utilizes RuleML [6] as Platform-

Independent Rule Interchange Format. The Rule Markup

Language (RuleML) is a modular, interchangeable rule

specification standard to express both forward (bottom-

up) and backward (top-down) rules for deduction, reaction,

rewriting, and further inferential-transformational tasks. It

is defined by the Rule Markup Initiative, an open network

of individuals and groups from both industry and academia.

Figure 2 shows Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), the Mule

open-source ESB [16], as Communication Middleware and

Agent/Service Broker to seamlessly handle message-based

interactions between the responder agents/services and with

other applications and services using disparate complex

event processing (CEP) technologies, transports and proto-

cols. ESB provides a highly scalable and flexible applica-
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Validation

tion messaging framework to communicate synchronously

but also asynchronously with external services and inter-

nal agents which are deployed on the bus. A large variety

of more than 30 transport protocols provided by Mule can

be used to transport the messages. Rule Responder sup-

ports Platform-dependent Rule Engines as Execution Envi-

ronments. Each agent service might run one or more arbi-

trary rule engines to execute the interchanged queries, rules

and events and derive answers on requests and reactions on

detected events. Currently the Prova [18] and OO jDREW

[4] rule engines are implemented as two rule execution en-

vironments.

2.2 RBSLA

The Rule Based Service Level Agreements (RBSLA)

[20, 19, 18] project focuses on sophisticated knowledge rep-

resentation concepts for service level management (SLM)

of IT services. At the core of its contract and service

level management tool are rule-based languages to describe

contracts such as service level agreements or policies in a

generic way. The research draws on basic knowledge rep-

resentation concepts from the area of artificial intelligence

(AI) and knowledge representation (KR) and as well as

on new standards in the area of web services computing

and the semantic web. A particular interest is the inves-

tigation of expressive logic programming techniques and

logical formalisms such as defeasible logic, deontic logic,

temporal event/action logics, transaction and update logics,

description logics as a means of deriving formal declara-

tive contract specifications with which to reason about ideal

and actual behaviours relating to agreed contract norms

(permissions, obligations and prohibitions and their viola-
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tions (contrary-to-duty obligations) or exceptions (defeasi-

ble prima facie obligations). The important advantages of

our approach are the automated verification, validation and

consistency checks of large possibly distributed and inter-

changed rule sets, the automated chaining, (scoped) reason-

ing and execution of rules and distributed contract modules

as well as the flexibility in the dynamic extension with new

contract rules (dynamic transactional updates). This facili-

tates contracts which are flexible and thus able to adapt in

order to meet changes to service requirements dynamically

with the indispensable minimum of service execution dis-

ruption at runtime, possibly permitting coexistence of dif-

ferentiated contract variants and simplifying contract man-

agement and contract execution.

2.3 SLA Views

The concept of Views comes from the databases and

has been very successfully adapted in business workflows.

Workflow views are employed to separate different admin-

istrative domains in workflow coalitions [23].

An SLA Choreography is not a workflow so the rules

of workflows are not applicable on it. For instance, in a

workflow, rules such as: there should be a single start and

single exit or every split should have a join, do not apply

on SLA Choreography structure. Therefore the views of

SLA Choreography are quite different from the workflow

views. A view in an SLA Choreography represents the visi-

bility of a business partner. Every service provider is limited

only to its own view. In figure 3, two different views have

been highlighted in an example scenario where a client re-

quires to render and host his videos by using online web

services. The Rendering and Computing Service S1 is re-

stricted to its view and the client is also shown here to have

its own view. This scheme can be generalized for all the

other partners of this SLA Choreography. A partner (for ex-

ample a service) makes two kinds of SLAs: the consumer-

oriented SLAs and the producer-oriented SLAs. In figure

3, SLAs are shown to be connected to small circles, repre-

senting the Aggregation Points via certain edges called De-

pendencies. Consumer-oriented SLAs are connected to the

aggregation points through the sink dependencies and the

producer-oriented SLAs are connected through the source

dependencies. This means that the whole SLA Choreogra-

phy may be seen as an integration of several SLA-Views.

For a rigorous formal model elaborating SLA Views, please

see [11].

During the aggregation process, terms of the consumer-

oriented SLAs are aggregated. WS-agreement has no direct

support for such an aggregation but it gives the liberty to

incorporate any external schema. We introduce an attribute

for aggregation type namely, ”typea”. The attribute typea

can be made an essential part of the service terms and will

describe how the corresponding service will behave during

the aggregation process. We can define typea in a formal

way, as follows:

Definition (Aggregation function typea) A typea ∈
Types is a function that maps a set of tuples to a single

tuple which is the aggregation of that set.

typea : tuples(term) → term

typea(term1, ...termn) = termagg

We define typea as an aggregation function that aggregates

n terms into one term. Each aggregated term is computed

by applying the type function for that term to the values of

the terms for all the dependent (consumer-oriented) SLAs

which define that term. We can define different types of

terms namely sumtype, maxtype, mintype, andtype, ortype,

and neutral but new types can be added according to the sit-

uation. The aggregation process is an incremental process,

with aggregation functions applied at each step i.e. every

SLA view in the chain [11].

2.4 Distributed Trust Model

We need to choose a suitable trust model that integrates

seamlessly with our aggregation and validation model. Dur-

ing service choreography, services may form temporary

composition with other services, scattered across different

VOs. Whose parent VO will act as the root CA in this case?

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is a popular distributed trust

model that offers certificate containing the name of the cer-

tificate holder and the holder’s public key, as well as the

digital signature of a Certification Authority (CA) for au-

thentication. The public keys are distributed among all

the trusted parties, packaged in digital certificates, build-

ing trust chains. A solution for dynamic ad hoc networks

is the inclusion of a Third Party Trust Manager acting as a

root CA. We propose a PKI based trust model with a third
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party trust manager that will act as a root CA and authen-

ticate member VOs. Some of those authenticated members

may further authenticate other members and services and

so on. The authentication layer in each VO middle-ware

may be based on Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) where

all resources need to install the trusted certificates of their

CAs. GSI uses X.509 [14] proxy certificates to enable Sin-

gle sign-on and Delegation. With Single Sign-On, the user

does not have to bother to sign in again and again in or-

der to traverse along the chain of trusted partners (VOs and

services). This can be achieved by the Cross-CA Hierar-

chical [14] [26]Trust Model where the top most CA, called

the root CA provides certificates to its subordinate CAs and

these subordinates can further issue certificates to other CAs

(subordinates), services or users. SLA views integrate very

closely with the trust model to maintain a balance between

trust and security. While the trust model promises trust and

security, the SLA views protect privacy.

3 Rule based Validation Framework for Hi-

erarchical Aggregation of SLAs

Service Level agreements are frequently validated

throughout their life cycle. Runtime Validation ensures that

the service guarantees are in complete conformance with

the expected levels. WS-Agreement [3] defines a detailed

structure of Guarantee Terms with the most important con-

stituents being: Service Level Objectives that define the de-

sired quality of service, Qualifying Conditions that express

assertions over service attributes, and Penalty and Reward

expressions. These terms are represented as logical rules

following the RBSLA specifications. These rules are com-

posed together during the process of SLA aggregation [11],

introduced in the section 2.3. The process of validation is
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performed by using these rules as distributed queries. Dur-

ing the validation process, queries are decomposed making

their premises as subgoals. This backward chaining propa-

gates throughout the SLA Choreography. If all the subgoals

are satisfied then the validation is successful.

Due to the consumer-oriented aggregation structure of

SLA choreography, we propose a top-down validation

framework. A top-down validation approach has several ad-

vantages in connection with its implementation:

• interfaces can be validated before going into details of

modules,

• in case of a problem on higher levels, one does not

need to go into lower levels,

• since in the view based SLA aggregation, the top level

represents the client’s perspective therefore this ap-

proach can better translate the on-demand validation

queries initiated from the client.

Figure 4 depicts how the Rule Responder and SLA-

Views work together to enable this scheme.

Each SLA-View that in fact represents a service provider

in the SLA Choreography, is connected to a Personal Agent

(PA). SLA choreography is composed of various SLA

views. A PA receives the queries from the Organizational

Agent (OA) and having the complete information of its con-

sumer oriented SLAs in its knowledge-base, performs the

local validation and delivers back the responses on behalf

of the service providers.

The complete request pattern starting from the External

Agent has been depicted in figure 5. OA intercepts the query

at the boundary of a VO and redirects it towards the cor-

responding PA. Rule Responder architecture supports vari-

ous multi-agent communication protocols including Agent



Communication Language (ACL) [1]. The trust model fa-

cilitates the distributed query to travel across various do-

mains through a single sign-on and delegation mechanism.

Referring to this multi-agent architecture coupled with the

notion of SLA Views and the distributed trust, the validation

process is termed as the Delegation of Validation.

4 Delegation of Validation

The aggregation of SLAs is a distributed mechanism and

the aggregation information is scattered throughout the SLA

choreography across various SLA views. To be able to val-

idate the complete SLA aggregation, the validation query is

required to traverse through all the SLA views lying across

heterogeneous administrative domains and get validated lo-

cally at each SLA view. The multi-agent architecture of

Rule Responder provides communication middle-ware to

the distributed stake-holders namely the client, the VOs and

various service providers. The Delegation of Validation

process empowered by the single sign-on and delegation

properties of the distributed trust model, helps the distribute

query mechanism to operate seamlessly across different ad-

ministrative domains.

Now we explain how the Guarantee Terms from a WS-

Agreement, expressed as rules, are transformed into dis-

tributed queries. We discussed in the section 2.3 how the ag-

gregation functions are applied on the basis of aggregation

type of a service term, identified by typea attribute. SLOs

can also be aggregated as conjunctive premises of derivation

rules. It is also important to realize that the SLOs refer to an

established SLA and their ranges are meant to be guarded

in order to maintain desired levels of service. Lets revisit

the scenario depicted in Figure 3.

In the scenario, the user is interested to render her videos

and then host them on the web. Her requirements include

a maximum cost of 45 Euros, maximum response time of

5 seconds, minimum resolution of 640X480 pixels and the

minimum bandwidth (from hosting service) of 50 Mbps.

In figure 6, we have depicted this scenario from valida-

tion point of view. The user-requirements are shown on

the top of the figure, expressed as a derivation rule com-

posed of SLOs of the final aggregated SLA. The agents OA

and PA representing the Rule Responder architecture, are

shown to automate the distributed query processing. For

the sake of simplicity, we have outlined the Rule Respon-

der architecture just from agent-oriented perspective, and

have abstracted various essential details such as the Rule-

bases, the knowledge resources and the role of Enterprize

Service Bus (ESB). The predicates lt and gt denote lesser-

than and greater-than respectively. The user requirements

are expressed as a set of premises in the following deriva-

tion rule:

SLO():- ˜gt(Cost,45,euro),

SLO() :- ~gt(Cost,45,euro), ~gt(Rtime,5,sec), ~lt(Resol,640X480,pxls), ~lt(BW,50,mbps).

 ~gt(Rtime,5,sec) :- ~gt(Cmplxty,20,pts),~gt(CRtime,2,sec),
                                       ~gt(Datasize,30,mb),~gt(Latency,0.5,sec).

~gt(Rcost, 25, eur) :- ~gt(cost(Computation), 7,eur),

                                      ~gt (cost(Rendalgo), 11, eur).

Query (a)
Query (b

)

( Distributed Query )

VO-B containng Rendering service 
provider

VO-A containng Hosting service 
provider

PLA

PA-x

EA

OA-A

~gt(Hcost, 20, eur) :- ~gt(cost(Hosting), 12,eur),
                                    ~gt(cost(LocalBW),3,eur)).

OA-B

PA-y

~lt(Resol, 640X480, pxls):- ~lt(Rresol, 640X480, pxls),   
                                               ~lt(Hresol, 640X480, pxls).

Figure 6. Validation through distributed query

decomposition

˜gt(Rtime,5,sec),

˜lt(Resol,640X480,pxls),

˜lt(BW,50,mbps).

During the validation process, this rule will be decom-

posed such that each premise will become a subgoal. This

subgoal will be sent as a message to the PA corresponding

to the next SLA view in the hierarchy where it will emerge

as a conclusion of one of the rules in the local rule set,

thus forming a distributed rule chain. The initial steps of

decomposition procedure are depicted at the bottom of the

figure. In the figure, Organizational Agents (OA) have been

shown to receive and track the distributed query whenever

it enters a new VO. For each service provider, there is a

Personal Agent (PA). A PA, after finishing its job, should

report to the corresponding OA that will redirect the dis-

tributed query to the service provider’s PA that comes next

in the hierarchical chain. The process continues until the

query has found all the goals expressed in terms of logi-

cal rules. Active rules tracking these goals or SLOs, are

then invoked locally within the administrative domains of

the corresponding SLA views. The true or false results are

conveyed back following the same routes.

To validate all the guarantee terms of the final (client’s)

aggregated SLA, the aggregation chunks within all the SLA

Views, scattered through the whole SLA Choreography, are

required to be validated. In our scenario, OA-B receives a

subgoal ∼ gt(Rtime, 5, sec) representing the requirement

that the total response time of the system should not be more

than 5 seconds. This SLO depends on several factors such

as the complexity of the rendering algorithm, size of the

data, latency and response time of the computational hard-

ware which is expressed as the new subgoal:

˜gt(Rtime,5,sec):-˜gt(Cmplxty,20,pts),

˜gt(CRtime, 2,sec),˜gt(Datasize,30,mb),

˜gt(Latency,0.5,sec).

The SLO expressing the cost will be divided between

the two service providers as shown in the Figure 6. The



service cost at the level of OA-A should be less than 20

and is dependent on the sum of the cost for hosting and

the cost for local bandwidth. The varying upper limit of

cost at different levels reflect the profit margins of different

providers e.g. the provider in OA-A has a profit margin of

5 Euros.

It should be noted that in accordance with the WS-

Agreement standard, there are three arguments in each

SLO, denoting: the SLO name, its value and its unit re-

spectively. The delegation of validation, continuing across

various levels, reaches the SLA views originating the corre-

sponding SLOs, and the SLOs get validated there. At each

level, the corresponding reward and penalty conditions are

also checked and if required, appropriate action is taken.

The distributed Rule Responder agent architecture acts as

an enabling technology for the SLA Views concept. One

of its important features is that we can implement princi-

ples of autonomy, information hiding and privacy with the

agent approach. For instance, the details how a particular

service level objective is measured and computed in a per-

sonal agent might be hidden (e.g. a third-party monitoring

service) and only the result if the service level is met or not

might be revealed to the public. Another important aspect

is that the monitoring/validation might run in parallel, i.e.

several service provider (PAs) might be queried by an OA in

parallel via messaging. For instance, a complex SLOs might

be decomposed by the OA into several subgoals which are

then sent in parallel to the different services (PAs) which

validate them.

Qualifying Conditions and penalty and reward expres-

sions can be expressed through Event Condition Action

(ECA) rules. For example, if we want to express the state-

ment ”If the response time of the service is larger than 60

seconds then there is a penalty of 5 Euros”, we can write its

equivalent in WS-Agreement as follows:

<wsag:Penalty>

<wsag:AssesmentInterval>

<wsag:TimeInterval> 60

</wsag:TimeInteval>

<wsag:Count> 1 </wsag:Count>

</wsag:AssesmentInterval>

<wsag:ValueUnit> Eur </wsag:ValueUnit>

<wsag:ValueExpr> 5 </wsag:ValueExpr>

</wsag:Penalty>

This can also be represented by ECA rules:

timer(sec,T):- Timer(T),interval(1,min).

event(Violate):- ping(servic1,RT),RT>60.

action(Penalty):- penalty(Obligation,5).

Now combining together:

ECA(monitor):- timer(sec,T),

event(violate), action(penalty).

The above rule is activated according to the timer(sec, T)

which is defined by the following rule, invoked after every

minute:

timer(sec,T):-Timer(T),interval(1,min).

Similar approach can be used for the renegotiation, fault

tolerance and breach management processes. During rene-

gotiation, the distributed query traverses in the same way

towards the service providers, offering those terms which

are desired to be renegotiated. During fault tolerance and

breach management, violations are localized through a sim-

ilar invocation of the distributed query. The combination

of ECA rules and using derivation rules to implement the

different parts of an ECA rule provides high expressiveness

and can be very easily transformed in a rule based markup

language such as RuleML [6]. RuleML allows to declara-

tively implement the functionality of each part of a Reaction

Rule (event, condition, action etc.) in terms of derivation

rule sets (with rule chaining), thus making them process-

able in autonomic and autonomous way.

5 Related Work

The concept of Workflow Views is utilized to maintain

the balance between trust and security among business part-

ners [24]. Schulz et al [23] have introduced the concept of

view based coalition workflows. Chiu et al [8] present a

meta model of workflow views and their semantics based on

supply chain e-service but their model lacks an integrated

cross-organizational perspective. Other authors [24, 13],

however, do propose a global view or a decomposition pro-

cess based on the views. But none of them have focussed

on the dynamic workflows in their approach. Chiu et al

[9] describe a contract model based on workflow views.

They construct an e-contract model that defines e-contracts

in plain text format.

A little research has been carried out towards dynamic

SLA composition of workflows [5] [10, 25]. The research

area corresponding to the management of such aggregated

SLAs is still wide open. Ganna Frankova [10] has high-

lighted the importance of this issue but she has just de-

scribed her vision instead of any concrete model.

RBSLA [20] transforms SLAs into logical rules to au-

tomate their management and monitoring. The authors

discuss knowledge representation of SLAs with complex

business rules and policies. RBSLA [19, 20] uses a com-

bination of Horn Logic, Deontic Logic and ECA (Event-

Condition-Action) rules. RBSLA also covers many related

areas such as the breach management, authorization con-

trol, conflict detection and resolution, service billing, re-

porting, and other contract enforcements. RBSLA employs

query driven, backward reasoning for SLA management.



Oldham et al [17] have extended WS-Agreement by build-

ing a rule based ontology on the WS-Agreement. Their

SWAPS schema [17] transforms constructs from the Guar-

antee terms into predicate based markup language. They

admit that their schema is limited to a specific domain.

The Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) and the security

modules of middle-ware, provide a set of security protocols

for achieving mutual entity authentication between a user

(actually a user’s proxy) and resource providers [26]. GSI

uses X.509 proxy certificates (PCs) to enable Single sign-on

and Delegation [14].

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented the design of a validation

framework for hierarchical SLA aggregations correspond-

ing to cross-VO workflow compositions. This rule based

validation framework employs a top-down validation mech-

anism based on distributed query processing. The vali-

dation framework assumes the hierarchical aggregation of

SLAs [11]. The validation framework also assumes unique

consumers for the providers of a value chain in the hierar-

chy. In the future, we plan to implement the distributed rule

based validation system based on RuleML, through iterative

development phases, and adhering to the WS-Agreements

standard.
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